Swatch Watch Parfum D’orient YSG151

(View and buy online)
Buy your watch Swatch Parfum D’orient with two years of warranty in our online Swatch store

Swatch Parfum D’orient (YSG151) watch from the Swatch Lady Lady watches family in color golden and red designed for women and with water-resistant (30 meters / 100 feet), stainless steel and swiss made precision quartz.

All Swatch watches including this Parfum D’orient watch are made in Switzerland with the highest technology and have quartz precision to give maximum precision to their mechanism, they also have a water resistance of at least 30 meters of depth.

Family: Swatch Irony / Swatch Lady Lady
Collection: Fall-winter 2017 watches
Recommended for: Women
Color: Golden and red
Type of case: Stainless steel, golden (25mm/1”)
Hands (h, m, s): Blue, blue
Type of strap: Silicone, red (12mm / 0.47”)
Features: Water-resistant (30 meters / 100 feet) Stainless steel Swiss made precision quartz
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